COORS LIED
Refuses to add Sexual Orientation to its hiring policies!

Two issues ago, this paper revealed negotiations between COORS and the GLA (Gay Liberation Alliance) concerning the hiring policies of the Adolph Coors Brewing Company of Golden Colorado. Due to the tentative agreements reached, the GLA asked gays to show good faith to Coors by calling a temporary halt to the gaycott, a move which was opposed by our opposition, who is pro-union, and was conducting the gaycott from the pro-union point of view. We of course favor the right-to-work law, and are opposed to the mandatory union shop which our opposition favors.

After sixty days, the time which Coors was given by the GLA to change their position on gay rights, we are reporting back to you the failure of the measures to change their policies. We inquired of the Coors public relations office in Golden, and they informed us that Joseph Coors refused to even consider the measure.

Bob Russo, the public relations person for Coors had no comment, except to say that the arrangement would be difficult and it proved to be so.

The local officer in San Francisco, Pete Marino, Sales Manager, expressed anger that the gaycott was to be supported once again by the CRUSADER and the GLA, as well as the Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club. He told us to "Boycott Budweiser, they don't have the words sexual orientation in their hiring policy, why pick on us?"

Mr. Marino was greatly responsible for the gaycott in the beginning by his failure to respond to inquiries several years back.

Gay people are urged to gaycott not only bars but the little neighborhood stores which sell Coors. Bob St. Clair sells Coors at his store and also received a campaign contribution of $100 from Pete Marino.

Gay groups will begin sending out letters to neighborhood markets asking them to refuse to sell Coors, in the near future.

The GLA and the Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club are both selling the above gaycott Coors buttons. If you are interested, contact the groups through the Help Line number. Fifty cents apiece is requested.

FALSE D.M.V. ID's 'Flood' City

IT'S AUTHENTIC DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES IDENTIFICATION... BUT, THE BIRTH CERTIFICATES THEY ARE USING TO GET THEM ARE PHONY AS HELL!

Looked around you in your local bar or disco and seen some really young looking guys and said to yourself, "They couldn't be 21"? Well, 7 chances out of 10 you are right, but they have gotten in the doors of the discos, in particular the I-Beam, with a valid California DMV ID. But, he got it by having his named pasted in over another name, a birth certificate and the birthdate probably as well. The newest of the photo-copy machines turn out copies that are real looking than the original.

40 years old in one of the Polk Street bars, and told the bartender, but the bartender said his DMV said he was 21 and the bar was in the clear. Not true! The ABC (Alcohol Beverage Control) Office in Sacramento said that even if a person has a valid DMV ID and the bartender has reason to believe that he looks under 21, he must refuse the person service, or else the bar will be cited. Lately, the valid-but-phony ID's have been flooding San Francisco and Los Angeles.

The GLA opposed the opening and the permits at a hearing held before the representative of the Chief of Police, and the Transfer was halted in their opening night bid while the Chief viewed the pros and cons. Later, on November 29th he handed down his final ruling. The CRUSADER spoke with Supervisor Dianne Feinstein on the subject and she is to say that the arrangement would be difficult and it proved to be so.

Mr. Marino was greatly responsible for the gaycott in the beginning by his failure to respond to inquiries several years back.

Gay people are urged to gaycott not only bars but the little neighborhood stores which sell Coors. Bob St. Clair sells Coors at his store and also received a campaign contribution of $100 from Pete Marino.

Gay groups will begin sending out letters to neighborhood markets asking them to refuse to sell Coors, in the near future.

The GLA and the Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club are both selling the above gaycott Coors buttons. If you are interested, contact the groups through the Help Line number. Fifty cents apiece is requested.

Trocodero Disco, Causes Uproar
A group of relatively out-of-towners, tired to open an all night private membership only disco called the Trocodero Transfer at 520 Fourth Street, south of Market. They wanted to be open from 11 PM till 7 AM, and were to charge $100 for a years membership and were to serve only fruit juice, so they said.

The GLA opposed the opening and the permits at a hearing held before the representative of the Chief of Police, and the Transfer was halted in their opening night bid while the Chief viewed the pros and cons. Later, on November 29th he handed down his final ruling. They could not be open after 2 AM...they could not be a private membership club if they wanted a dance permit and an entertainment permit.

The GLA representative, Rev. Ray Broshens, who was the spokesman for the group who spoke in opposition said that "It is classist, elitist, potentially racist, and in addition, would cause a police problem in the area, and the few residents of the area suffer consider-

Henry Lello spoke on behalf of the elderly and said that the disco would bring trouble to the area. The GLA said it will quite possibly appeal the dance/entertainment permits to the Board of Permit Appeals, as they said they have "good reason" to oppose the permit.
Thanksgiving Luncheon for Old Folks D.L.
The 7th Annual Thanksgiving Luncheon for the elderly and handicapped given by the OFDL (Old Folks Defense League) was held Wednesday, November 23, at the Depot's dining room facility at 26 - 7th Street.
Scores of people were served, and although food was not as plentiful as in the past, all had a very good time and there were some new faces present this year.
Mrs. Jean Mellor, who has been giving numerous awards for her valiant work on behalf of the elderly, is present and is now a part of the OFDL. Jean was the former president of the North of Market Seniors who have fallen into disarray with bickering and mismanagement by the youngest members who didn't want any help for the seniors. The younger people wanted to run the old folks bars, which is so wrong. The OFDLers all welcomed Jean into their midst and acknowledged her as the spokesperson for the seniors.
There were some gifts of food from the 99 S. Restaurant, and some un-named sources. The Fickle Fox's Don Carillo and Henny Sauer donated some badly needed money towards the affair, and the OFDLers are all grateful.
Lee Raymond did yeoman work as usual, and Melvina, Mel, and Melvina was the overlord.
Officer P.S. Restauranteur has sent out an appeal for funds and food for the OFDL through the P.S. Restaurant, and now the OFDL has finally been given a home in the southern part of the city on various counts of child molestation and prostitution, pimping, and pandering. Jean Horan 38, was arrested and charged with being a customer of Dwarston, although he was only 22 years old and a 10 year young boy in the East Bay, is being charged with the possession of child molestation being charged with supplying prescription blank's used to purchase sexually stimulating drugs for the child prostitutes. Watanus was arrested at the Grass Printing Company 221 - 11th Street, south of Market Street. Watanus was arrested after selling a bundle of prescription blanks to an undercover officer. He is charged with one count of conspiracy and one of printing false prescription blanks.
Richard Grazer, 37, has been arrested in connection with the operations for forging doctor's names on prescriptions printed by Watson. The SFPD Officers have charged that Dwarston has pre-teens and teenagers boys in his operation. Captain George Emory, longtime foe of homosexuals any age who has sex with anyone regardless of the age, legal or illegal, is the head of the Vice Crimes Division of the SFPD and is handling the case.
"CHILD MOLESTATION...THE SFPD'S MYSTERY LIKE WITCH HUNT"...Several of the members of the gay community while denouncing the Dwarston operation have demanded that the SFPD investigate further into this matter. "I do not believe there is a conspiracy like witch hunt..." The Rekords, who has been a member of the gay liberation movement has been arrested and convicted for his discriminatory hiring practices while he was head of the SFPD Personnel Department.
One of Captain Emory's means the crusader that he is digusted with Emory's tactics in the situation and that Emory has been forced into using feuds which could frame several well known gay activists, and gay business owners and professionals. Dr. Robert Richem has been indicted on one case where an Investigator promised one kid 16 A, if he would say he had sex with a certain person. It would be a lot of money for the kid to say yes...The Office of the Chief of Police has no comment to make on the subject.

Children as Hookers
CONVICTED CHILD MOLESTER ARRESTED...CHARGED WITH OPERATING CHILD PROSTITUTION AND PORNOS BUSINESS...AS HIGH AS $53,000. YOUNG BOYS AGED 12 TO 15, INVOLVED.
SFPD Sgt. George Hulpe of the Vice Squad, arrested Dennis Muri Dwarston, who has been known as "Aunt Jean" who is in California's state prison system for child molestation, at his home in the southern part of the city on various counts of child molestation and prostitution, pimping, and pandering. Dennis Muri 38, was arrested and charged with selling a bundle of prescription blanks to an undercover officer. He is charged with one count of conspiracy and one of printing false prescription blanks.

SFPD Officers' Distribute Ed Davis Campaign? Flyers
Fliers calling for genocide of homosexuals were being handed out at the Gay and Lesbian Community Center at 26-7th Street. The above flyers were first seen this year and being handed out in connection with the paper "A Hand in Hand for a Better World in San Francisco."

Jack Wrangler and Roger in Sex Magic
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CONSENTING PERSONS ....... NOT ADULTS!

7th & Market... site of the Pimp's hanging grounds... the Greyhound Bus Depot and the Jack In The Box

The fight against the Greyhound Bus Depot and the Jack In The Box is not just a battle for survival, it is a battle for justice! We must stand together to defend our neighborhoods and our communities!

The Greyhound Bus Depot is a site of violence and protest. It has been a place where our lives have been threatened and our safety has been compromised. We must work together to stop this violence.

Helping Hand Award Nomination

The Annual Helping Hand Awards will be presented in the coming weeks to organizations that are making a difference in our community.

The Greyhound Bus Depot and the Jack In The Box are two places where our lives have been threatened. We must work together to stop this violence.

The fight against the Greyhound Bus Depot and the Jack In The Box is not just a battle for survival, it is a battle for justice! We must stand together to defend our neighborhoods and our communities!

Join the Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club today!

The Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club is dedicated to the interests of the Republican Party in America. We believe in the values of hard work, dedication, and conservative principles.

We are committed to promoting the Republican Party and helping to elect candidates who will uphold our values.

Please join us today and help support the Teddy Roosevelt Republican Club.

NAME  ADDRESS  CITY  STATE  ZIP  PHONE

Membership $1.00  Mail to: P.O. Box 1528  San Francisco, CA 94101
**San Francisco Crusader**

**ATTORNEYS AT LAW**

**LEGAL DIRECTION**

**LEGAL SERVICES**

**LEGAL FEES**

**SIMPLE WILL**

**BUSINESS AGREEMENTS**

**INCORPORATION**

**PARTNERSHIP**

**LEASE PREPARATION**

**REVIEW LEASE**

**CONTRACT PREPARATION**

**TOM HEATLEY**

**MINUTEMAN DEMOCRATIC CLUB**

**JANUARY 15th**

**BREUN FOR SUPERVISOR - HERVY MILK**

**50 per person, with promise in the campaign deficit of $10,000**

**TO JOIN IN, enter the first ever elected to public office west of the Mississippi, etc.**

**OFFICER ISENMAN, Badge No. 2946**

**24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK**

**Saturday Night Special**

**Stuffed Creamed Mushrooms**

**$2.95**

**IF YOU MISSED SEX ED**

**BENEFIT AUCTION FOR HARVEY MILK**

**To help retire his campaign deficit prior to Harvey taking office in January.**

**WEDNESDAY, DEC. 7**

**AT THE TWIN PEAKS**

**9 PM**

**BRING YOUR FRIENDS, MONEY AND MERCHANDISE**

**MYSTICAL POME FOR POLK STREET ECONOMY**

**BY THE LATE TOM HEATLEY, who took his life in January of 1977.**

**He wrote this poem shortly before his tragic death. It is deeply moving by all who knew him.**

**And, once again Night descending as an usher for evan telling the end of the day's dark, that's for certain Night entered for the transmutation of cerned dreams, symbols of today's future, where the moon dogs slavers of the Morlock come in search of the bitter blow jobs, treading the sham of short time sex taxi-danced and met with the wall of Light.**

**Nighthunt USA, coast to coast.**

**Jack doorways swallowing hopeful to self-exile self Magdaline and trans­""
CARTL'S FOLLOW SPOT

By CARL DRIVER

NO G.O.D. FOR SIOUX

"Soul Style & Sass" at the Chi Chi
4646 Buena
is basically three very good
front night club acts, strong together as a
rare event. An interesting concept.

CURTIS, who is one of those talentedunknowns singing away against the heartbreak
that is doctors, is trying to make
the big jump through a theater show
and not likely to, as well as shrinking of
paying off.

JACKSON, Marguerite Robinson, and
Cal Thompson are very different to their
roles, yet well possess a talent that make
them a possibility for the Wanting
Victor's. It's not easy to come on every year, especi­
ally for Jack and who has terminal as
exudes through the footlights in waves
of pure delight.

A bonus is that the Chi Chi is one of the few venues that can boast of having a
musician whose music not only pleases audience
but whose music not only pleases audience
but whose music is itself. Perhaps I expect­
the ticker tape to be thrust against him.
Although, about two chairs less in the
house would make everyone a good deal
more comfortable. (Note to producers:
working in an entire world of dance at one
The Alcazar Theatre through December 3rd,
he is, simply. The Best, .............!

HAIL, CAESAR!

Despite the fact that when the audience
were nothing but the briefest of shorts, pre­
sumed that the world now lie in the
light. The plot is thin, more mood sett­ing.

ANDREW DAVIES, one of the most
interesting comparison and one all to his
not understanding. Grrr. I don't know.

GOD, WOLVES... at the The Billie Holiday Theatre, is
my favorite. Hasn't the best since it's
not in the heart of Lower Broadway, but down the grove.
not even one night and one row of parking. Is, is it a reflecting play
if I'm not I'm not in trouble in lacking
in the author is saying. Filled as a psychoanalytic play
doesn't surround the positive line as
in the stubborn or the acting. I mean the act is in the stubborn or the acting.

CRAZY, CRAZY is at the Julian Theater, 953
Sutter Street. Good performance, but
the plot is thin, more mood setting.

NEVER IN SILENCE, Debra Winger in the bit part
of Cassius. Good performance, but
the plot is thin, more mood setting.

A WAY HARDER THE

SOUTHERN OPERA, the two of which seem fore-runners of
the act plays by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS,
STREETCAR and MENAGERIE. Exce­
ceptional performers, but lacking the
magic that is great theatre is lacking.

WALL, CASSAR... was... was
stunning costumes (but does
not understand. God! what a beauti­
ful performance!)

EDDIE TORRES is at the Los Angeles's Plaza Theatre through December 3rd, as
the famous. When the audience
were nothing but the briefest of shorts, pre­
sumed that the world now lie in the
light. The plot is thin, more mood sett­ing.

ANDREW DAVIES, one of the most
interesting comparison and one all to his
not understanding. Grrr. I don't know.

GOD, WOLVES... at the The Billie Holiday Theatre, is
my favorite. Hasn't the best since it's
not in the heart of Lower Broadway, but down the grove.
not even one night and one row of parking. Is, is it a reflecting play
if I'm not I'm not in trouble in lacking
in the author is saying. Filled as a psychoanalytic play
doesn't surround the positive line as
in the stubborn or the acting. I mean the act is in the stubborn or the acting.

CRAZY, CRAZY is at the Julian Theater, 953
Sutter Street. Good performance, but
the plot is thin, more mood setting.

NEVER IN SILENCE, Debra Winger in the bit part
of Cassius. Good performance, but
the plot is thin, more mood setting.

A WAY HARDER THE

SOUTHERN OPERA, the two of which seem fore-runners of
the act plays by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS,
STREETCAR and MENAGERIE. Exce­
one who can now face the heartbrea}

THAT: A LIGHT OF UNDERSTANDING FOR ALL

SUBSCRIBE

San Francisco Crusader

A Light of Understanding for All

Do not print a copy or this "SAN FRANCISCO CRUSADER" GUARANTEED THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE A COPY EVERY WEEK BY SENDING A DONATION OF $5.00 PER YEAR. "San Francisco Crusader" is a Non-Profit Organization. Our Work is Carried Out For Justice, Morality, Equality, And A Re-Understanding of the Spirit of Marxism.
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Now, a group calling itself "Conservatives for Campaign Reform (CCR)" is slated to file suit in late January to place the initiative on the 1988 ballot, according to Berns. 

The Religious Council for Barrio Rights, which sponsored the条例, is expected to file an appeal to the State Supreme Court as early as next week if its challenge is rejected by the attorney general.

The City Council, which approved the ordinance's passage, was met with an immediate challenge from an attorney for the National Right to Life Committee of California. The group's legal action will be supported by the California Right to Life Committee.

The ordinance, which was approved by a 7-1 vote, provides penalties ranging from a fine of up to $250 to imprisonment for up to 90 days for those who violate its provisions.

The new regulations are intended to curb the sale of abortifacients, which are drugs that induce abortion. They will also cover the distribution and promotion of such drugs.

"This ordinance is a necessary step to protect the health and safety of our citizens," said Councilman John Fiskman, who was a driving force behind the legislation. "We need to protect the right to life of all California residents, and this ordinance will help us do that."

The new regulations will go into effect immediately, and will be enforced by the city's Health Department. Violators will be subject to fines, and repeat offenders will be subject to imprisonment.

The ordinance was hotly debated by both supporters and opponents. Supporters argued that the ordinance was necessary to protect the health and safety of the community, while opponents argued that it was an infringement on their civil liberties.

"We believe that this ordinance will go a long way in protecting the health and safety of our citizens," said Councilman John Fiskman, who was a driving force behind the legislation. "We need to protect the right to life of all California residents, and this ordinance will help us do that."

The new regulations will go into effect immediately, and will be enforced by the city's Health Department. Violators will be subject to fines, and repeat offenders will be subject to imprisonment.

The ordinance was hotly debated by both supporters and opponents. Supporters argued that the ordinance was necessary to protect the health and safety of the community, while opponents argued that it was an infringement on their civil liberties.

"We believe that this ordinance will go a long way in protecting the health and safety of our citizens," said Councilman John Fiskman, who was a driving force behind the legislation. "We need to protect the right to life of all California residents, and this ordinance will help us do that."

The new regulations will go into effect immediately, and will be enforced by the city's Health Department. Violators will be subject to fines, and repeat offenders will be subject to imprisonment.

The ordinance was hotly debated by both supporters and opponents. Supporters argued that the ordinance was necessary to protect the health and safety of the community, while opponents argued that it was an infringement on their civil liberties.

"We believe that this ordinance will go a long way in protecting the health and safety of our citizens," said Councilman John Fiskman, who was a driving force behind the legislative...
Dinner Every Night

Great Entertainment
Bob Sandner
at the Piano Bar

Lunch Every Day*
from 11:00am to 3:30pm
*Brunch on Sunday

Dinner Every Night
from 6:00pm

Reservations (415)441-7798

1121 POLK STREET between Post and Sutter
SAN FRANCISCO
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GREETINGS TO THE VERY NICE PEOPLE LISTED BELOW. From: the Crusader!

ALMA of the Spanish Center: CLEVELAND & CARMEN at the Crusader! TERRY CRUISE: R. T. 

TOM & FRED FIFIELD: RAY BISEL of Mt. St. BAY 

ROBERT HARRISON of the Tenderloin: ANOTHER photograph of the Tenderloin, TOWNSEND, ROLLAND, ROBERT & LAWRENCE. 

Rita Park and Bob Corbett of the Tavern Guild. Also present: PAUL BENTLEY George Banks. 

DONNA PHEGLEY: the most recent photograph of the Cathedral of St. Anthony, 

CHRIS WAYNE, CARL DRIVER, EDDIE VAN, and many others. 

CHRIS WAYNE: nice friends. 

A very prosperous and happy New York.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL! 

MARA R. 

CHRIS WAYNE: nice friends. 

E清晨 THE CRUSADER.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1977

CHRIS WAYNE: nice friends. 

And God Bless YOU! at the supporting Help for the Homeless Church.

MAMA PECK...ten yards of red velvet 

MIKE GIST......me. R.B.!!!!

Like to see Santa bring to 

CHRIS WAYNE; CARL DRIVER; EDDIE VAN; and many many others.

It is true I have seen critical of Tavern Guild in the past for various things they have been involved in. Wayne is the kind of a person who

and vicious circle. What can I do to change this condition in my life....you 

You have a different way to get around it. 

You cannot buy a man who has given his soul to 

Why us? Wayne Friday was the loudest. The quieter ones, like Paul Bentley, George Banks, Bob Corbett of the Tavern Guild meeting recently, 

It is true I have been critical of Tavern Guild in the past for various things they have been involved in. Wayne is the kind of a person who

minds. 

minds. 

minds. 

minds. 

minds. 

minds. 

minds. 

minds. 

minds.
BOOK REVIEW

"GAY SOURCE" is truly one of the finest reference books ever compiled on the subject of Gay America. It is fully complete with eye-opening, informative articles that should be without!...-staff, San Francisco Crusader

DENNIS SANDERS is to be commended for his deep, thoughtful, work. And being a man, I appreciate it all the more, since much more is found in "GAY SOURCE". It is a book that every proud gay American male can have on their table in their living room and not be ashamed when their parents or straight friends drop by and visit. They too will enjoy reading it! -editor-

MODELS & ESCORTS

PERSONALS

SERVICES

HOUSING

**LOOKING FOR A GAY HOTEL?** Check Us Out All Gay Managed

Civic Center Hotel

20 - 12th St. or Market
Phone In All Rooms

Jefferson Hotel

640 Eddy St.
W or O/W Bath

Bristol Hotel

56 Mason St.
All Rooms W/Bath

National Hotel

1139 Market St.
Bart & Golden Gate

Donnelly Hotel

1272 Market St.
Across From San Francisco

Grand Southern

1099 Mission St.
Economical Rates

Kosy Hotel

410 Eddy St.
Price Is Right

Savings Hotel

1000 Larkin St.

Polk - Sutter Streets.

Price Is Right

771-2670, ask for Goldie!

THREE WAY adventurer? If so, call us!

SOMETHING NO SELF-RESPECTING GAY SHOULD BE WITHOUT!?"
SAT. DEC. 17TH

Donation $6.00 Advance
$8.00 at Door

MaMa Peck's
SECOND ANNUAL

HEADDRESS BALL

Cash Prizes Trophies

THE RETURN SINGING ENGAGEMENT OF THE DYNAMIC SENSATIONAL

MISS GENIVA VALLIER
ACCOMPANIST BY THE FINE MUSIC OF VAN A. CLIETT

With
Queen Mother V Greta Grass
King Father V David
King Father III Frank

California Hall
625 POLK ST. S.F.

SHOWTIME 8PM
Doors Open 7pm